2020 All State Jazz Band Auditions

Piano

Scales

C Major Scale

# A Major Scale

E Major Scale

C Melodic Minor Scale

A Harmonic Minor Scale
Blues Changes and Grooves

Play each of the following measures comping in the correct style and tempo

Swing mm=100

Swing mm=240

Bossa Nova mm=100
Play “Did You Meet Her?” from Measure 49 to The End.
Perform this selection accompanied by the supplied MP3 track.

Did You Meet Her? by Jeff Jarvis

From Effective Etudes Volume 2 - by Jeff Jarvis and Mike Carubia.
Used with permission by Kendor Music, Inc.
Play "Meditation" from "C" to "E"

Meditation
Les Brown and his Band Of Renown

Piano/Rhythm Guitar

Composed by Antonio Carlos Jobim
Arranged by Bob Florence
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Improvisation

While improvisation is not required; students who improvise will earn more points than students who do not attempt improvisation.

Improvisate over the following chord accompanied by the supplied MP3 track.

\[ \text{F7} \quad \text{Gb7} \quad \text{F7} \quad \text{Cm7} \quad \text{F7} \]

\[ \text{Gb7} \quad \text{F7} \quad \text{Am7} \quad \text{D7} \quad \text{Gm7} \]

\[ \text{C7} \quad \text{F7} \quad \text{D7} \quad \text{Gm7} \quad \text{C7} \quad \text{F7} \]